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Density functional theory calculations have been carried out to survey the gas-phase reactions of allylamine
with Co+. The geometries and bonding characteristics of all the stationary points involved in the reactions
have been investigated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. Final energies are obtained by means of the
B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2pd) single-point calculations. The performance of these theoretical methods is valuated
with respect to the available thermochemical data. Co+ strongly binds allylamine by forming a chelated structure
in which the metal cation binds concomitantly to the two functional groups of the neutral molecule. Various
mechanisms leading to the loss of NH3, NH2, C2H2, and H2 are analyzed in terms of the topology of the
potential energy surface. The most favorable mechanism corresponds to the loss of NH3, through a process
of C-N activation followed by a concertedâ-H shift. The accompanying NH2 elimination is also discussed.
The loss of C2H2 is also favorable, through C-C activation and stepwiseâ-H shift, giving Co+(NH2CH3) and
Co+H(NH2CH2) as the product ions. Various possible channels for the loss of H2 are considered. The most
favorable mechanism of the H2 loss corresponds to a pathway through which the metal acts as a carrier,
connecting a hydrogen atom from the methylidyne group of allylamine with a hydrogen atom of the terminal
methylene group. The product ion of this pathway has a tricoordinated structure in which Co+ binds to the
terminal two Cs and N atoms of the NH2CH2CCH moiety.

1. Introduction

The gas-phase interaction of transition metal cations with
organic and bioorganic compounds is one of the most important
topics during the past years due to the importance of such
systems in several fields.1-6 Very often, metal cation association
is accompanied by significant bond activation effects, which
lead to specific fragmentations that are often of analytical
utility.7-11 Furthermore, these interactions are crucial in many
biological processes, and as a consequence, many efforts have
been devoted to the formation, intrinsic properties, and reactivity
of organometallic complexes of biological relevance.12-15 A
promising approach to these problems can be done in the
combined gas-phase theory-experiment studies, which have the
advantage of providing information on the intrinsic reactivity
of organometallic systems, without interference from medium.4-6

The allylamine functionality is found in a wide range of
biologically active compounds,16,17 and allylamines are also
valuable synthetic intermediates for the preparation ofR- and
â-aminoacids,18aalkaloids,18b-eandaza-carbohydratederivatives.18f,g

The formation and properties of poly(allylamine)-metal ion
complexes in solution have been reported in the literature.19,20

Surprisingly, similar studies considering the structure and energy
of allylamine-metal complexes in the gas phase are scarce,21

and the first experimental results of the gas-phase reactions
between allylamine and ions derived from Co(CO)3NO have
been published in the early 1980s.21 The products associated
with NH3, NH2, C2H2, and H2 elimination in the chemistry of
allylamine with Co+ suggest the molecule actually reacts
analogouslyton-propylamine,i.e.,viaH2andalkeneelimination.21-24

However, the allyl group also has an interesting and important
effect on the gas-phase reactions: Co+ does not insert into the
polar C-N bond of propylamine,22-24 while evidences
elimination of NH3 and NH2sexists for the insertion of the metal
ion into the C-N bond of allylamine.21

In this publication, we employ density functional theory
(DFT) to investigate the reaction mechanisms of Co+ with
allylamine. This includes a complete illustration of all possible
competing pathways for producing products via C-N, C-C,
N-H, and C-H activations on the triplet potential energy
surface (PES).

2. Computational Details

DFT in its three-parameter hybrid B3LYP functional25,26

together with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set was employed in
the structural optimization for all the reactants, products,
intermediates, and transition states involved in the reactions
under consideration. This approach is known to yield reliable
geometries for a wide variety of systems, including transition
metal containing systems.4-6,27-29 The harmonic vibrational
frequencies of the optimized stationary points were calculated
at the same level to estimate the zero-point energies (ZPE) that
are included in all cited relative energies, to characterize the
stationary points on the PES as local minima or transition states,
and to generate the force constants needed for intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculations,30 which were performed to
identify pathways between the transition states and their
connecting minima. For each structure obtained in this way,
the single-point energy was computed using the B3LYP method
with a larger basis set of 6-311+G(2df,2pd). Electron configura-
tions as well as donor-acceptor stabilizations employed in the
discussion were computed in the natural bond orbital analysis
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(NBO) scheme.31 We also detected the values of〈S2〉 for all
the calculated species to evaluate if spin contamination can
influence the quality of the results. For species with large spin
contamination, the internal and external stability of the DFT
solution was calculated with the help of Hermitian stability
maxtricesA andB.32 All of the calculations were carried out
using the GAUSSIAN 03 package.33

3. Results and Discussion

For transition metal containing systems, the possible crossing
between surfaces corresponding to different spins should be
taken into account. We have probed the first excited statesthe
quintet statesfor several important reaction paths accompanying
the Co+ + allylamine reactions and found that this surface lies
systematically higher than the triplet one (see Figure S1 in
Supporting Information), suggesting that indeed no crossing
takes place between the surfaces. Thus we only focus our study
on the triplet surface (the ground surface).

In the following sections, we will first establish the accuracy
that can be expected from the levels of theory chosen for the
Co+/allylamine system. Then, we will examine the title reactions
in detail, including geometries of various stationary points and
PES profiles for all possible product channels.

3.1. Calibration. In order to evaluate the general reliability
of the levels of theory chosen, we carried out a study with a
comparison of experimentally known binding energies (BDE)34-40

with results from the B3LYP calculations for a set of repre-
sentative species relevant to the title reactions. Table 1 collects
the theoretically predicted BDEs and the most reliable experi-
mental data for these species. Given in the parentheses are error
bars for the calculated BDEs expected at the employed levels
of theory, which are obtained from the subtraction of the
calculated BDEs by the experimental values. As shown in Table
1, in most cases theoretical values are in good agreement with
experimental findings. Although the errors of some parameters
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level are as large as
5.3 ( 1.4 to 10.1( 4.2 kcal/mol, the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,-
2pd)//6-311++G(d,p) values agree well with the experimental
findings in most cases except Co+-NH2 (7.1 ( 2.1 kcal/mol).

These facts validate the ability of the chosen level of theory to
describe the features of the [Co, N, C3, H7]+ PES.

Spin contamination was also checked for all the DFT
solutions. Listed in Table S1 as Supporting Information are
〈S2〉 values before annihilation together with calculated total
energies and ZPEs for all the species under study. It can
be seen that in some cases the deviation of〈S2〉 is larger than
10%. Taking into account that in DFT the value of〈S2〉 is
underestimated,41 some instability in the wavefunction should
be checked and corrected.42 We made a stability test32 for
the geometries whose deviation of〈S2〉 is larger than 5%, and
we found that the wavefunction of most structures are stable,
with the exception of the structure ofc-2CoC3H5

+, 5, 2CoC3H5
+,

and Co+(NCH2CHCH2), where an internal instability was
detected for each of the DFT wavefunctions. For the former
two, these unstable wavefunctions were then optimized, and on
the basis of the optimized wavefunctions, the structures were
reoptimized and the single-point energies were calculated in
order to give more reliable results. However, for the later two,
the optimization of wavefunction does not result in any
remarkable changes in the results because the wavefunctions
are nearly optimized.

3.2. Molecular Reactant and Encounter Complex.An
exhaustive analysis of the allylamine conformations has identi-
fied five isomers with an almost identical energy for the
molecule due to different orientations of the two functional
groups.43 In the present work, these conformers of allylamine
are also located with the largest stabilization difference of 1.5
kcal/mol, suggesting the coexistence of the isomers in the
gas phase. For convenience, the most stable structure of
allylamine is selected in the discussion (AA ; see Figure 1).
Structures and relative energies (with respect toAA ) for the
other conformers (AA1-AA4) are given as Supporting Infor-
mation (Figure S2).

In spite of these different conformations of the molecule, only
one structure was found for the Co+(allylamine) complex:1,
as shown in Figure 1. This encounter complex is featured by a
C1 symmetry and a multicenter association of Co+ with N, C2,
and C3 of the molecule (R ) 2.115, 2.116, and 2.171 Å,
respectively), suggesting the comparable interactions of the
metal with both the allylic-π and amido lone-pair orbitals.
Correspondingly, the metal+-allylamine BDE is calculated to
be as large as 69.8 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2pd)//
6-311++G(d,p) level. When attaching to Co+, all the skeleton
bonds of allylamine are stretched (by∼3% for C2-C3 and C1-
N, and∼1% for C1-C2; see Figure 1) and thus weakened. The
strong multicenter association of the complex may provide an
explanation for C-N and C-C activations, which give rise to
the corresponding products, i.e., the NH3, NH2, and C2H2 loss
as observed in the gas-phase experiments.21

To gain a deep insight into the above-mentioned structure,
NBO analysis was carried out on1. The valence electrons of
Co+ are distributed as (adxy)2(adyz)2(adz2)2(adxz)1(adx2-y2)1 to
maintain the3F character, leading to a3A1 ground state of the

TABLE 1: Calculated and Experimental Binding Energies
(in kcal/mol) at 0 K for Some Representative Species
Involved in the Reactions of Co+ with Allylamine

calcd

species expt method 1a,b method 2c,b

Co+-H 45.7( 1.4d 40.4 (-5.3( 1.4) 40.9 (-4.8( 1.4)
Co+-CH2 74.7( 1.4e 72.9 (-1.8( 1.4) 73.3 (-1.4( 1.4)
Co+-CH3 48.4( 0.9d 49.1 (0.7( 0.9) 49.5 (1.1( 0.9)
Co+-C2H2 43 ( 2f 44.4 (1.4( 2) 45.1 (2.1( 2)
Co+-C3H4 >20.3( 2.1e 45.9 37.4
4[Co+-C3H5] 46.4( 4.2e 50.0 (3.6( 4.2) 49.7 (3.3( 4.2)
2[Co+-C3H5] 56.5 (10.1( 4.2) 49.5 (3.1( 4.2)
4[Co+-NH2] 60.7( 2.1g 68.3 (7.6( 2.1) 67.8 (7.1( 2.1)
2[Co+-NH2] 29.2 33.4
Co+-NH3 55.1( 3.8h 52.9 (-2.2( 3.8) 52.2 (-2.9( 3.8)
C3H5-NH2 62.1 61.9
NH2-H 107.3( 0.3i 103.7 (-3.6( 0.3) 104.0 (-3.3( 0.3)
CH3NH-H 99.1( 2.5i 94.9 (-4.2( 2.5) 95.0 (-4.1( 2.5)
CH3-NH2 79.5j 77.6 (-1.9) 77.1 (-2.4)

a B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p). b Values in the parentheses are error bars
of BDEs expected at the chosen levels of theory and were obtained by
subtracting the experimental value from the calculated BDE.c B3LYP/
6-311+G(2df,2pd)//6-311++G(d,p). d Reference 34.e Reference 35.
f Reference 36.g Reference 37.h Reference 38.i Reference 39.j Ref-
erence 40.

Figure 1. Optimized geometries and selected structural parameters
for allylamine (AA ) and the allylamine-Co+ complex. Bond lengths
are in angstroms and bond angles in degrees.
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complex. The multicenter structure of1 favors not only the
donation of the lone pair on N (nN) into the metal 4s orbital
(∆E: 31.9 kcal/mol) but the well-known Dewar-Chatt model
for the association of transition metal ions with alkenes also,44

i.e., electron donation from theπC2C3 orbital to the metal 4s
orbital (∆E: 41.9 kcal/mol) as well as that from the metal dxydyz

mixture orbital to theπ*C2C3 orbital (∆E: 26 kcal/mol). It is
these donor-acceptor interactions that result in the strong
association of Co+-allylamine and the weakening of the skeleton
bonds of allylamine as well.

3.3. Gas-Phase Reaction Mechanisms.The ion cyclotron
resonance (ICR) spectrum reported in ref 21 shows four neutral
eliminations corresponding to NH3, NH2, C2H2, and H2 in the
gas-phase reactions of Co+ with allylamine. Table 2 tabulates
all possible products for these observed eliminations (products
1-1 through4-8) together with the unobserved products (prod-
ucts1-1′ through1-3′) for comparison. Also given in the table
are reaction energies (∆E) calculated at both the B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2pd)//6-311++G(d,p)
levels for these products. In the following we shall present a
systematic survey of the [Co-AA ]+ PES to find the gas-phase
reaction mechanisms associated with all these products.

3.3.1. Loss of NH3 and NH2. In the reactions of Co+ with
propylamine, prohibition of Co+ insertion into the polar C-N
bond is indicated by the absence of the corresponding products,
which was supposed to be a result of a very weak Co+-NH2

bond (<18.7 kcal/mol).22,23 However, Clemmer et al. found a
value of 60.7( 2.1 kcal/mol for the Co+-NH2 BDE,37 and we
calculated it to be 67.8 kcal/mol using the B3LYP method (Table
1). Interestingly, evidence exists in the insertion of Co+ into
the C-N bond of allylamine: products of NH2 and NH3 were
experimentally observed.21,22 It was supposed that this may be
because the Co+-allyl bond alone is stronger than the C-N
bond of allylamine, and insertion could occur even if the Co+-
NH2 bond is very weak.22 But according to our calculations, it
is not the Co+-allyl bond (BDE: 49.7 kcal/mol) but the Co+-

NH2 bond (BDE: 67.8 kcal/mol) that is stronger than the C3H5-
NH2 bond (BDE: 61.9 kcal/mol).

Loss of NH3 and NH2 is found to follow the C-N activation
of allylamine with Co+ through two mechanisms, i.e., direct
â-H migration and cyclization-hydrogen migration, whose
PESs are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively, together with
the schematic representations of the involved structures. For
simplification, the information about these geometries is given
as Supporting Information (see Figure S3). We can find that
the reaction generally proceeds from the encounter complex1
followed by the oxidative addition across the C-N bond
by the metal ion to form the C-N insertion species2 via
saddle pointTS1-2. This probability involves a low-energy
pathway as reflected by the relative stabilities of the transition
state and minimum involved (-41.4 and-58.5 kcal/mol for
TS1-2 and2, respectively) due to the strong bonding of Co+-
allylamine as well as the strong Co+-allyl and Co+-NH2

bonds as discussed above. On the other hand, such a proc-
ess is also dynamically favored by two other factors: (1) the
position of Co+ in 1, which is found to be located just above
the C-N bond, and (2) the C-N stretching vibration, which is
expected to be excited in the process of Co+ binding to
allylamine. In other words, in the Co+ + allylamine reactions
C-N activation is favorable both energetically and dynamically,
which explains the experimental findings.21 Once structure2 is
formed, two alternative mechanisms could lead to the elimina-
tion of NH3, which will be discussed one by one in the following
sections.

(a) Direct â-H Migration Mechanism. As shown in Figure
2, proceeding along this reaction coordinate, a one-step,
concerted â-H migration can carry2 to a dicoordinated
ammonia-Co+-propadiene complex (3) through a higher
energy barrier (TS2-3) lying still ∼20 kcal/mol below the
entrance channel. One feature of3 is the overallCs symmetry
with the symmetry plane defined by N-Co+-C1-C3. Owing
to the strong interaction of Co+ with both of the connected
ligands, the new intermediate is quite stable, lying 71.2
kcal/mol below the entrance channel and constituting the global
minimum of the [Co, N, C3, H7]+ PES. Direct dissociation
of 3 could give rise to CoC3H4

+ + NH3 (product1-1), which
is 23.4 kcal/mol lower in energy than the separated re-
actants.

(b) Cyclization-Hydrogen Migration Mechanism. From
Figure 3, we can find that this mechanism implies a cyclization
of the allyl group of2 for forming the dicoordinated cyclopro-
pyl-Co+-amino complex5 via TS2-5, in which the new C1-
C3 bond is shortened to 2.036 Å. Complex5 is 27.8 kcal/mol
less stable than2, and the energy barrier of the2 f 5 transfer
is 36.5 kcal/mol. The subsequent reaction path from5 is
analogous to the directâ-H migration mechanism as discussed
above, involving a concerted H migration transition state,TS5-6.
The difference exists in that in this case the migrating hydrogen
atom comes from the C1H2 group and, more importantly,TS5-6

lies 5.6 kcal/mol above the entrance channel and is 25.2 kcal/
mol less stable thanTS2-3, indicating this mechanism is less
favorable than the directâ-H migration mechanism. The forward
product fromTS5-6 is intermediate6, a product-like complex
betweenc-CoC3H4

+ and NH3, which would eventually dissoci-
ate intoc-CoC3H4

+ + NH3 (1-2).
It is very clear that the more possible mechanism of the NH3

loss occurs through an initial C-N activation followed by a
concertedâ-H shift and then a nonreactive dissociation (mech-
anism “a”), in accordance with the well-knownâ-H shift
mechanism proposed by Allison et al.21 Our calculations indicate

TABLE 2: Possible (1-1 through 4-8) and Unobserved (1-1′
through 3-1′) Products Together with the Calculated
Reaction Energies (in kcal/mol) at 0 K Associated with the
NH3, NH2, C2H2, and H2 Loss in the Reactions of Co+ with
Allylamine

products method 1a method 2b

(1-1) Co+C3H4 + NH3 -31.1 -23.4
(1-2) c-Co+C3H4 + NH3 -4.8 -2.5
(1-1′) Co+NH3 + C3H4 -38.0 -38.2
(1-2′) Co+NH3 + c-C3H4 -11.8 -11.6
(2-1) 2Co+C3H5 + NH2 5.6 12.5
(2-2) c-2Co+C3H5 + NH2 43.3 41.9
(2-3) 4Co+C3H5 + NH2 12.1 12.2
(2-4) c-4Co+C3H5 + NH2 33.7 36.0
(2-1′) 2Co+NH2 + C3H5 32.8 28.6
(2-2′) 2Co+NH2 + c-C3H5 64.3 59.8
(2-3′) 4Co+NH2 + C3H5 -6.2 -5.9
(2-4′) 4Co+NH2 + c-C3H5 25.3 25.4
(3-1) Co+NH2CH3 + C2H2 -23.7 -23.7
(3-2) Co+H(NH2CH2) + C2H2 0.6 0.5
(3-1′) Co+C2H2 + CH3NH2 -12.2 -12.8
(4-1) Co+(NHCHCHCH2) + H2 -49.7 -47.5
(4-2) Co+(NH2CH2CCH) + H2 -32.0 -31.8
(4-3) Co+(NH2CHCCH2) + H2 -31.9 -30.3
(4-4) Co+(NCH2CHCH2) + H2 16.9 20.0
(4-5) Co+(NHCH2CCH2) + H2 4.9 6.8
(4-6) Co+(NHCH2CHCH) + H2 -5.8 -4.4
(4-7) Co+(NH2CH2CHC) + H2 -5.8 -2.1
(4-8) Co+(NH2CHCHCH)+ H2 -23.0 -20.4

a B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p). b B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2pd)//6-
311++G(d,p).
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that the activation barrier of theâ-H shift process is higher than
that for the initial C-N activation. However, this mechanism
is still the most favorable among all the Co+ + AA reactions,
since all the minima and transition states involved lie energeti-
cally far below the entrance channel.

It is important to note that although the alternative loss of
C3H4 from 3 and 6 (leading to products1-1′ and 1-2′,
respectively) is energetically preferable to these NH3 losses, the
products were not detected in the ICR experiment.21 As a
plausible explanation, the multicenter coordinate of Co+ with
C3H4 may hinder the excitation of the Co+-C3H4 bond. On
the other hand, the Co+-NH3 and Co+-NH2 bonds are

expected to be excited readily in the above-mentioned conver-
sion processes. Otherwise, a complete description of the
experimental observation would require dynamical calculations
that are out of the scope of this article.

NH2 elimination must occur accompanying the loss of NH3.
For both the above-mentioned mechanisms,2 and5 could lead
to the NH2 elimination products directly. Also, the products
could arise from species4, which is formed readily by a nearly
barrier-free internal rotation of the NH2 group of2 that stabilizes
the system by only 0.4 kcal/mol. Both2 and4 would decompose
eventually into the NH2 loss product CoC3H5

+ in its doublet
and quartet states (i.e.,2-1 and2-3), which are endothermic by

Figure 2. Energy profile for the directâ-H migration mechanism for the loss of NH3 and NH2. Numbers refer to the relative stability (in kcal/mol)
with respect to theAA + Co+ entrance channel evaluated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2pd)//6-311++G(d,p) level and includes ZPE corrections.

Figure 3. Energy profile for cyclization-hydrogen migration mechanism for the loss of NH3 and NH2. Energies follow the same notation as in
Figure 2.
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12.5 and 12.2 kcal/mol, respectively, from the separated
reactants. The alternative NH2 loss productsc-CoC3H5

+ + NH2

could be produced from5, but they are strongly endothermic
(by 41.9 and 36.0 kcal/mol for products2-2 and2-4, respec-
tively; see Table 2 or Figure 3).

3.3.2. Loss of C2H2. PES for this elimination is given in Figure
4 together with the schematic representations of the involved
structures, and the information about these geometries is given
as Supporting Information (see Figure S4). The C2H2 elimination
channels follow initial C-C activation. Along this branch,
encounter complex1 is followed by intermediate7, in which
Co+ has inserted into the C1-C2 bond of allylamine. This
possibility involves saddle pointTS1-7 which is 7.3 kcal/mol
higher in energy than the C-N insertion transition state (TS1-2)
but still lies 34.1 kcal/mol below the entrance channel.
Moreover, the new intermediate7 is also rather stable (-40.1
kcal/mol). Thus, this C-C activation process is also possible.
Subsequently, aâ-H migration process that destabilizes the
system by 22.6 kcal/mol would take place for7, converting into
species8, which is featured by a tricoordination of Co+ with
the hydrogen, acetylene, and aminomethyl groups. It is worthy
to note that such a tricoordinated structure is not found as a
minimum in the above-mentioned NH3 loss pathways as well
as in the decarbonylation of acetaldehyde by Co+.4 The â-H
migration process involves transition stateTS7-8, which can
be described as a late transition state, since its geometry is quite
similar to that of8. AlthoughTS7-8 has been confirmed to be
the true first-order saddle point by IRC calculations, it is
computed to lie 0.6 kcal/mol below8 when ZPE corrections
are included. This is due to the fact that the reported energies
are obtained from single-point calculations with the larger
6-311+G(2df,2pd) basis set at the optimized B3LYP/6-311++G-
(d,p) geometries.

Three possible exit channels could proceed from8 by
decompositions and rearrangements. The first one is that8
directly decomposes into products Co+H(NH2CH2) + C2H2 (3-
2), which is almost thermoneutral from the separated reactants.
The second one involves an intrarotation of the CH2NH2 group
for 8 rearranging to a nearly isoenergetical species,9, via saddle
point TS8-9 with an energy barrier of 7.4 kcal/mol. A direct

dissociation of9 could also give rise to product3-2. The third
reaction channel involves a subsequent shift of the metal H of
8 that largely stabilizes the system (by 46.8 kcal/mol), leading
to the very stable methylamine-Co+-ethyne complex (10).
This process implies an energy barrier of 9.8 kcal/mol (TS8-10),
lying 7.7 kcal/mol below the entrance channel and constituting
the highest energy barrier for all the C2H2 loss channels.
Nonreactive dissociation of (CH3NH2)Co+-C2H2 (10) would
account for Co+(NH2CH3) + C2H2 (3-1), which is exothermic
by 23.7 kcal/mol with respect to the entrance channel. The
alternative dissociation of10 into CoC2H2

+ + methylamine (3-
1′) is energetically 10.9 kcal/mol less favorable than the C2H2

elimination channel, in accordance with the fact that no
methylamine loss products were observed in the ICR experi-
ment.21

3.3.3. Loss of H2. (a) “Direct” Mechanisms. The direct
mechanisms for H2 loss from two adjacent XH2 groups through
multicenter transition states have been established for alkane
dehydrogenation reactions45 and ethylenediamine+ Cu+ reac-
tions.6 For the allylamine+ Co+ reactions, in principle, three
different mechanisms can be envisaged: the two eliminated
hydrogen atoms come respectively from C1N, C1C2, and C2C3.
The schematic representations of the involved structures together
with the PES for these product channels are given in Figure 5,
and the information about these geometries is given as Sup-
porting Information (see Figure S5). Even though the final
products are quite stable, the energy barriers (TS1-D1, TS1-D2,
andTS1-D3 for C1N, C1C2, and C2C3 mechanisms) are too high,
located above the entrance channel by 18.3, 34.2, and 40.4 kcal/
mol, respectively.

(b) “Carrier” Mechanisms. Very often, transition metal cations
act as “carriers” of hydrogen atoms in isomerization processes.6

It can be envisaged that the reductive elimination of H2 can
proceed via insertion of the metal ion into the N-H and/or C-H
bonds and isomerization of the insertion species by a subsequent
hydrogen transfer.

Let us consider first the N-H activation channels. The
schematic representations of the involved structures together
with the PES involved in these product channels are given in
Figure 6, and the information about these geometries is given

Figure 4. Energy profile for the loss of C2H2. Energies follow the same notation as in Figure 2.
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as Supporting Information (see Figure S6). The N-H insertion
species (11) may be reached by the metal ion oxidative addition
across one of the two N-H bonds of the encounter complex1.
This process involves a “late” transition state (TS1-11) that lies
only 1.3 kcal/mol above11or 21.0 kcal/mol below the separated
reactants. Once11 is reached, four possible mechanisms can
be envisaged depending on from where the second shifted H
comes (i. e., C1-C3 or N). The first pathway involves a
subsequent H shift from the N center, which includes a H

abstraction process to form the Co+(H)2(NCH2CHCH2) dihydro
intermediate(12),arearrangementprocessleadingtoCo+(H2)(NCH2-
CHCH2) (13), and a nonreactive dissociation to give rise to H2

+ Co+(NCH2CHCH2) (4-4). This reaction pathway is identified
as a high-energy channel because both the involved transition
states (TS11-12 and TS12-13) and the dihydro-complex12 are
located in a flat altiplano region (∼34 kcal/mol above the
entrance channel) on the PES. The three other pathways are
analogous to each other, i.e., involving a concerted H migration

Figure 5. Energy profile for the reaction mechanisms corresponding to the direct loss of H2 from adjacent XH2 groups. Energies follow the same
notation as in Figure 2.

Figure 6. Energy profile for the “carrier” mechanism for the loss of H2 in which initial N-H activation takes place. Energies follow the same
notation as in Figure 2.
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from the different C atom in11 to form a molecular-hydrogen
complex (14, 15, or 16) via a high-energy barrier (10.9, 11.2,
and 14.5 kcal mol-1 above the entrance channel forTS11-14,
TS11-15, and TS11-16, respectively). Nonreactive dissociation
of these molecular-hydrogen complexes would give rise to
dehydrogenation products (4-1, 4-5, and4-6). Note that the1
f 11 f 14 f 4-1 pathway is just the dehydrogenation
mechanism proposed earlier for the reactions of Co+ with
allylamine,22 which is not identified as a low-energy route in
spite of the strong exthermicity of the resulting products (see
Figure 6).

Now we turn to the other “carrier” mechanisms which involve
initial C-H activations. The schematic representations of the
involved structures for these product channels are given in
Figure 7 together with the corresponding PES, and the informa-
tion about these geometries is given as Supporting Information
(see Figure S7). Two alternative mechanisms corresponding to
initial 3- and 2-C-H activations were identified.

For the initial 3-C-H activation mechanisms, also starting
from adduct1, one can reach a five-membered hydride complex,
intermediate17, formed by Co+ insertion into one C-H bond
of the terminal CH2 group. The probability involves transition
stateTS1-17, which is 16.8 kcal/mol lower in energy than the
corresponding transition state for initial N-H insertion (TS1-11).
Similar to the later one, this saddle point occurs very late on
the reaction coordinate and bears already great structural
similarity to the new structure17. After 17 is formed, two
different channels noticed as 3,3- and 3,1-H2 eliminations could
be proceeded. The 3,3-H2 elimination pathway from17 involves
a four-centered transition state,TS17-18, in which the second
3-H migration is taking place as reflected by the bond lengthen-
ing of the breaking C3-H bond (1.376 Å) as well as that of the
forming H-H bond (1.132 Å). The energy barrier of this process
lies 14.4 kcal/mol above the entrance channel, much higher than
the initial 3-C-H activation (by 53.1 kcal/mol). The forward
product ofTS17-18 is the molecular-hydrogen complex18, which

dissociates directly into Co+(CCHCH2NH2) + H2 (4-7) without
an activation barrier. The 3,1-H2 elimination channel from17
involves a subsequent 1-H migration to form intermediate19
via a six-membered-ring transition state,TS17-19, which lies
6.8 kcal/mol belowTS17-18 or 7.6 kcal/mol above the entrance
channel. Similar to18, species19 is also a direct precursor of
the dehydrogenation products: Co+(CHCHCHNH2) + H2 (4-
8), which is calculated to be 20.4 kcal/mol exothermic from
the separated reactants.

Now we consider the initial 2-C-H migration mechanisms.
The 2-C-H insertion species (20) featured by an overallCs

symmetry can be formed through transition stateTS1-20, which
is 1.8 kcal/mol lower than the connecting minimum (20) due
to the ZPE effects. Once20 is formed, two different channels
noted as 2,1- and 2,3-H2 eliminations could also proceed. The
2,1-H2 elimination involves a subsequent 1-H migration (from
C1) via transition stateTS20-21, which assumes a much higher
energy barrier (29.3 kcal/mol above the separated reactants).
Therefore, this channel is energetically unfavorable. The exit
channel of21 is a simple dissociation into Co+(CH2CCHNH2)
+ H2 (4-3). The last and most important channel is 2,3-H2

elimination, which is feasible to take place as the hydrogen
attached to Co+ is close enough to the H atom of the terminal
CH2 group. This possibility involves a low-energy barrier
(TS20-22), lying 7.7 kcal/mol below the separated reactants. The
forward product fromTS20-22 is intermediate22, a product-
like complex whose exit channel is Co+(CHCCH2NH2) + H2

(4-2). The exothermicity of this dehydrogenation product is
computed to be 31.8 kcal/mol.

In summary, 11 different pathways falling into the two
catagories of “direct” and “carrier” mechanisms could lead to
the loss of H2 from allylamine. Most of these mechanisms
involve at least one high-energy barrier located above the Co+

+ AA entrance channel. From Figure 7, it is clear that the 2,3-
H2 elimination mechanism is the most favorable because it is
the only pathway in which all the involved minima and transition

Figure 7. Energy profile for the “carrier” mechanism for the loss of H2 in which initial C-H activation takes place. Energies follow the same
notation as in Figure 2.
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states are located below the entrance channel. It should be
pointed out that this mechanism contrasts with the earlier
proposed mechanism22 as mentioned above, but it is analogous
to the experimental findings of the reactions of Co+ with a large
set of labeled isotopomers ofn-propylamine24 in which the
eliminated H2 originates from theâ and γ positions (corre-
sponding to C2 and C3 in allylamine) of the propyl chain,
respectively.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented several mechanisms for the
allylamine+ Co+ reactions, whose energy profiles are compat-
ible with the observed loss of NH3, NH2, C2H2, and H2.21

The approach of Co+ toward different conformational
isomers of allylamine only leads to one structure of the
encounter complex in which the metal cation strongly binds to
both functional groups of allylamine to form a chelated structure.

The most favorable mechanism corresponds to the directâ-H
migration mechanism for the loss of NH3, which occurs through
Co+ insertion into the C-N bond followed by aâ-H shift and
then a nonreactive dissociation process. This reaction path is
favorable, because the energies of all the involved minima and
transition states are located far below the entrance channel.
The more complex and energetically less-favorable NH3 elimi-
nation channel involves also C-N activation, H shift, and
nonreactive dissociation, but in this case the system experiences
a high-energy cyclization process immediately following the
C-N activation. NH2 elimination also comes from the C-N
activation, but all the channels are endothermic.

The C2H2 elimination proceeds according to C-C insertion
followed also by aâ-H migration mechanism. However, in this
case the H shift is a (two-step) stepwise process, resulting in
the ionic products of Co+NH2CH3 and HCo+(NH2CH2) as the
C2H2 partners.

All possible H2 loss mechanisms have been surveyed. Most
of them experience at least one high-energy barrier located above
the Co+ + AA entrance channel. The most favorable dehydro-
genation mechanism corresponds to 2,3-H2 elimination. In the
first step of this mechanism a migration of the methylidyne
hydrogen of allylamine toward the metal takes place. In the
subsequent steps the CoH group interacts with one of the
terminal methylene hydrogens, leading to the loss of H2 finally.
The product ion has a tricoordinated structure in which Co+

binds to the terminal two Cs and N atoms of the NH2-CH2-
C-CH moiety.
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